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Abstract: To use lithium-iron-phosphate battery packs in the supply systems of any electric mining
equipment and/or machines, the required conditions of work safety must be met. This applies in
particular to coal mines endangered by fire and/or explosion. To meet the spark-safety conditions, the
cells (together with the battery management system—BMS) must be isolated from the influence of the
environment, and therefore placed in special fire-tight housings. This significantly degrades the heat
dissipation, thus affecting the operating conditions of the cell-packs. Therefore, their usage without
the so-called BMS is not recommended, as shown in the authors’ preliminary research. In practice,
various BMS are used, most often with the so-called passive balancing. However, their application in
mines is uncertain, due to the effect of heating under operation. When it comes to active BMS, they
usually possess a quite complex structure and hence, are relatively expensive. Therefore, the authors
conducted research for two specially developed active and one commercial passive BMS cooperating
with selected lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries when used in a suspended mining vehicle
type PCA-1. The tests were carried out under environmental temperatures ranging from +5 ◦C to
+60 ◦C. The effect of mismatching (12.5% to 37.5% of total cells number) of the cell parameters on the
temperature distribution and voltage fading at the terminals of individual cells was checked. As a
result of the investigations, the practical usefulness of the developed active BMS was determined,
enabling the extension of the lithium-iron-phosphate battery life under onerous mine conditions,
for a single recharge, which is a novelty. On the basis of the obtained results, appropriate practical
conclusions were formulated.

Keywords: lithium-iron-phosphorous cell; mine application; battery management system; active
balancing system

1. Introduction

Since diesel and/or gas engines produce pollution (exhaust emission), such machines
are seldom employed nowadays in hard coal mines [1]. For mining, as well as for coal
transport, the electric machines, are mainly used (particularly in deep mines) [2,3]. Elec-
trically supplied machines reduce the importance of ventilation (no exhaust emission),
but their application is also limited [4,5]. This is due to limitations of battery capacity (for
battery machines), the technical difficulties of running traction underground (for traction
locomotives) and limitations due to length and electrical parameters of the cable connecting
belt conveyors and/or suspended vehicles. As there is currently no alternative to battery
machines and/or electric traction, the efficiency of both locomotives and electric vehicles
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should be increased to use them more effectively. This can be achieved by improving
the efficiency of the power supply and control system, and/or by modifying the drive
system as well. Most locomotives and battery vehicles in mines are currently powered
by lead-acid batteries [6,7]. Lead-acid batteries are large sized, and have a relatively long
loading time. The only practical advantage is their weight, which makes increased contact
force of the traction locomotive’s wheels to the rails possible, resulting in substantial loco-
motive driving force values. In the case of suspended mining machines, this problem is
reversed. The significant development of secondary cells makes the use of batteries from
the lithium group possible [8]. They display much better electrical properties, but unfortu-
nately are much more expensive. Furthermore, they have to be appropriately safeguarded
to allow for use in the onerous environment of natural hazards (methane, temperature,
water and/or fire). Currently, underground mining around the world is carried out at
greater and greater depths, with an increasing geothermal degree of the rock mass (above
40 ◦C). The increased temperature deteriorates not only work safety, but also increases the
failure rate of installed machines and devices. The key problem is, therefore, to prevent
damage to these mining machines and devices powered by lithium batteries, especially in
environments endangered by methane and/or coal dust explosion [9]. The protection must
be so designed that the damage does not result in electrolyte decomposition increasing
gas pressure inside the cell. Such a situation may encourage ignition of the cell or the
gas emission which can lead to cell explosion. This means that lithium batteries should
be handled to prevent decomposition under the rated conditions. Therefore, they should
only be used within the safe range of voltage, current and temperature as specified by the
manufacturer. For lithium batteries to operate as long and as safely as possible, they are
often equipped with the appropriate supervisory electronic modules. They are marked as
BMS [10,11]. Their task is to prevent damage to the cells due to overcharging, excessive
discharge and/or overheating [12].

Lithium batteries are very sensitive, above all, to total and/or so-called deep dis-
charging. If left in such a state for a long time, they may be irreversibly damaged. The
voltage value than falls below the threshold specified by the manufacturer which results
in damage of the crystal structure of the cells. Further charging becomes impossible [13].
Therefore, the BMS should control the operating parameters of the cells and, if they are
exceeded (i.e., current, voltage, temperature), it should alert or disconnect the battery [14].
Nevertheless, an important function of the BMS is to balance (equalize) the cells used
to increase their efficiency and lifetime [15]. The need for balancing follows from the
differences in the level of charge, capacity and resistance values of the individual cells of
the battery which is assembled. These differences are due to manufacturing tolerances
and operating conditions, and show a tendency to increase with the lifetime. It should be
emphasized here that as a result of variation in the capacity value over time, the “weaker”
cells are being overloaded during charging. This can lead to their failure and, consequently,
damage to the assembled battery. For if at least one cell is mismatched and possesses a
lower capacity, its capacity value determines the total capacity of the battery [16].

In [17] presents a critical review of state of battery health monitoring methods for
electrical vehicles. Based on a battery model, model-based estimation methods identify the
parameters, which have certain relationships with battery aging level, to realize the state
of health estimation [18]. The short circuit of a battery has been considered as one of the
main causes of a large number of accidents. Therefore, diagnosing and prognosticating
short circuit are of great significance to improve electric vehicle safety. In [19], the authors
underline that the effectiveness of electric vehicles depends on the accurate assessment of
key parameters, as well as proper functionality and diagnosis of the battery storage system.
However, poor monitoring and safety strategies of the battery storage system can lead to
critical issues such as battery overcharging, over-discharging, overheating, cell unbalanc-
ing, thermal runaway, and fire hazards. To address these concerns, an effective BMS plays
a crucial role in enhancing battery performance, including precise monitoring, charging-
discharging control, heat management, battery safety, and protection [20]. Authors consider
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that cell matching is an important first step required for the safe operation of multicell
lithium–iron–phosphate batteries. Cell mismatch can occur due to battery overdischarge,
overcharge, internal and external shorts, etc., or even when leaving a battery unused for an
extended period (calendar aging). Predicting a mismatch is essential for a battery’s thermal
safety and electrical efficiency. Conventional BMSs typically monitor cell voltages and sur-
face temperature. However, these measurements and related protocols have not succeeded
in ensuring battery safety or improving efficiency. Data for batteries with intentionally
calendar-aged and overdischarged cells convincingly demonstrate that such BMSs cannot
identify cell mismatches and emerging failures. In contrast, the impedance based BMS
tracks, identifies, and acts on changes in the internal state of each cell continuously in real
time, including when battery charging, discharging, and at rest [21]. It has been confirmed
that the performance of a string of series-connected batteries is typically restricted by the
worst cell in the string, and a single failure point will render the entire string unusable.
To address these issues, a decentralized BMS with no communication requirement is pre-
sented, based on a modular multilevel converter topology with a distributed inductor and
distributed controller running on a local microprocessor. It is experimentally shown that a
system of three smart cells with their decentralized controllers can accurately synchronize
the state of charge (SoC) [22] while minimizing their output voltage ripple [23]. The paper
claims that aging increases the internal resistance of a battery and reduces its capacity;
therefore, energy storage systems (ESSs) require a BMS algorithm that can manage the state
of the battery. This paper proposes a battery efficiency calculation formula to manage the
battery state. The proposed battery efficiency calculation formula uses the charging time,
charging current, and battery capacity. An algorithm that can accurately determine the
battery state is proposed by applying the proposed SoC and state of health (SoH) calcula-
tions [24]. Other studies have addressed similar research topics. They are also concerned
with the problem of replacing lead batteries with LiFePO4 lithium-iron-phosphate batteries
but in vehicles. However, they focus on tests for passive balancing. The BMS detects when
the battery pack is charged and it enables passive balancing of charged cells, which are
bypassed through high power resistors. The measured parameters (voltages, current, and
temperature) and charging/discharging states can be displayed on LCD and transmitted
to other Electronic Control Units (ECUs) using Controller Area Networks (CAN).

The article presents and discusses the results of research on the performance of a
lithium battery consisting of lithium–iron–phosphate (LiFePO4) cells when equipped with
passive and/or selected active BMS. Due to the intended use in underground mines,
the tests were carried out both at room temperature (20 ◦C) and free cooling, as well as
for deteriorated cooling at various mine ambient temperatures (from +5 ◦C to +60 ◦C)
at constant humidity 75%. Particular attention was paid to the efficiency of the battery
performance with the developed active BMS used. The tests were carried out for a battery
arranged with eight cells connected in series as an example. The conditions for mismatching
of certain parts of cells in the battery were simulated experimentally by forced differences
in cell capacity from one (12.5%) to three (37.5%) cells, respectively, to demonstrate the need
for an active BMS. On the basis of the results, the usefulness of the developed active BMS
(by the battery to cell method) in practice was determined, enabling the extension of the
lithium–iron–phosphate battery life for a single recharge, what is a novelty. The solutions
of BMS used in practice have been briefly classified in Section 2. The development of active
BMS by the authors is presented and discussed in detail in Section 3. The scope and method
of the conducted research is in turn described in Section 4. The results of the investigations
are presented and discussed in Section 5. On the basis of the results obtained from the
measurements of electrical quantities and cell temperature, appropriate conclusions for use
in practice are formulated in Section 6. They have been specified regarding the suitability
of the tested lithium–iron–phosphate battery equipped with the developed active BMS of
relatively low complexity for use in selected suspended mining vehicles.
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2. Balancing (Equalization) Cells Solutions

The cell balancing (equalization) methods used in BMS known from the literature [25]
can roughly be grouped as follows (see Figure 1):

- balancing by parametric selection of cells,
- passive balancing,
- active balancing [26].
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Figure 1. Cell balancing methods.

Parametric selection (matching) is achieved by choosing cells with very close electrical
parameters and electrochemical properties. It is quite an expensive method. Moreover,
it does not ensure the maintenance of constant parameters of the cells during operation.
The most common practice is, therefore, the passive balancing method. It is based on
the dissipation of excess energy of a given cell through its conversion into heat across
the appropriately applied resistors. However, since it is an additional source of heat, this
method is not recommended for use in mining machines and devices. The requirements
of the ATEX directive, particularly concerning the temperature limits of any elements
being in contact with the mine atmosphere, are not met [27]. An alternative to the passive
method is an active balancing [28]. It can be implemented in several ways. However, they
are all based on the principle of energy transfer and distribution between the cells with
the use of an appropriate external control system [29]. This reduces the losses associated
with the dissipation of energy into heat, provides electricity savings and creates optimal
operating conditions for the cells, resulting in extended battery life. Several methods of
active balancing are recommended. They depend on the principle of operation and can
be grouped differently. Therefore, by taking into account the method of energy transfer,
five basic balancing methods can be distinguished, namely: cell bypass, cell to cell, cell to
battery pack, pack to cell and cell (s) to pack and to cell (s), as indicated in Figure 2 [30].
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3. Structure of Developed Active BMS for Mine Suspended Vehicles

The research carried out by the authors shows that there is a real chance for safe and
effective use of selected lithium-iron-phosphate batteries to power various mining devices
and drives. However, this requires the application of convenient BMS to increase both life
and safety, as well as high reliability of operation under mining conditions. It is obvious
that the employment of wireless and zero-emission drives can significantly improve the
environmental conditions in mines. Therefore, taking into account the expectations of
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hard coal mines on advanced technical solutions of any drive with reduced weight and
increased working safety, the Authors decided to use the selected lithium batteries for a
suspended mining vehicle (supporting engine) type PCA-1, as an example. Its structure is
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The considered (PCA-1) vehicle is a device used for transporting
loads up to around 2 tons at slight inclinations of up to 12◦ in headings. It moves along the
suspended monorail route with the runway profile I 155 at a speed of 1 m/s as can be seen
from Figure 3. Its driving force is up to 3.7 kN at the DC powering of 48 V.
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Figure 4. General view of a suspended battery vehicle (PCA-1) (1—driving trolley; 2—apparatus trolley; 3—power supply
module with electrical equipment; 4—brake trolley; 5—transport set).

Because it is extremely difficult to obtain any active BMS on the market, especially for
onerous conditions, the authors developed models of two various active BMS structures
intended for powering suspended vehicles (PCA-1). The developed active BMS‘s are not
expensive (adapted to eight cells in the battery) of a relatively small complexity, however,
they are not spark-safe devices. Therefore, together with the cells, they must be placed
inside a special metal casing (see 3 in Figure 4) to meet the requirement of the ATEX
directive. However, the casing deteriorates the heat exchange with the environment.
Therefore, the BMS is exposed to the influence of the same onerous conditions as cells. In
general, the offered active BMS solutions, if any, are quite complex and relatively expensive
(those that are available are adapted for an increased number of cells). Their complexity
and price increases as the number of cells increases. Therefore, the authors limited the
considerations to a battery pack consisting of only eight cells connected in series (Figure 5).
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However, the approach for a much larger number of cells, as well as the conclusions drawn
from the research, are not limited to the size of the battery package and its voltage level.
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The first of the two active BMS developed at ITG KOMAG uses the cell-to-battery
method and is described in detail in the article [31]. Cell balancing in this BMS is carried out
by the energy transfer from the most charged cells to the entire battery package. Therefore,
the electric charges of the single cells of the battery are equalized. This means that the
excess of energy from a single, particular overcharged cell is then provided to the load, for
the battery being in a recharging state. However, when the battery is in a charging state,
this energy is being returned to the entire package. The view of the BMS installed on the
cell package (battery) and the block diagram of the measurement system are shown in
Figures 6 and 7.

For the second active BMS, developed by ITG KOMAG, the battery-to-cell idea was
used. This balancing method is based on the transfer of energy from the entire battery to
the “weakest” cell. In this way, the charge of the particular cells of the battery is equalized.
The developed BMS is composed of a measurement and control module (Figure 8) and
a balancing module (Figure 9). Measurement data are available for reading as well as
recording when an SD card is used.

A block diagram of the cell measurement system for the battery with connected BMS
with active balancing using the battery to cell method is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Block diagram of the cell measurement system for the battery with connected BMS with active balancing, the
battery-to-cell method.

The evaluation of the work efficiency of the newly developed active BMS also required
reference to the passive systems available on the market. Therefore, a suitable passive BMS
was selected (for electrical parameters of employed cells) and adapted for comparative
studies. Its operation, as already mentioned, is to dissipate excess energy into heat by
means of appropriately selected resistors. The block diagram of the measurement system
is similar to the BMS with an active balancing, cell-to-battery method (see Figure 7). In
this case, the voltage values of particular cells are on-line monitored by the microcontroller
with the use of an analog-to-digital converter, to which the cell inputs are connected. If
the voltage of one of the cells significantly exceeds value of the others, it is immediately
bypassed by a suitable resistor connected to discharge it. Discharging takes until the
voltage value of all the cells used in the package equalize. Then the process of charging the
battery continues. An example of a passive balancing characteristic for two selected cells is
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. An example of the characteristics of passive balancing (cell 1—overcharged, cell 2—
undercharged; t1–t2, t3–t4, t5–t6—duration of following discharge/charge).

4. The Scope and Way of Testing

The tests were performed for battery packs (consisting of eight LiFePO4, 10 Ah lithium
cells, Headway LFP38120 (S) type [28]) operating both under room (about +20 ◦C, humidity
around 40%) and elevated temperature (up to about + 60 ◦C).

Basic cell technical data [32]:
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n Voltage: 3.2 V,
n Capacity: 10 Ah,
n Internal resistance: <6 mOhm,
n Charging voltage: 3.65 V ± 0.05 V,
n Energy density: 105 Wh/kg,
n Technology: lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePO4),
n Maximum discharge voltage: 2.5 V–2.0 V,
n Range of operational temperatures:

n Charging: 0 ÷ 45 ◦C,
n Discharging: −20 ÷ 65 ◦C,

n Life: over 2000 cycles (80% of capacity when loading with 10A current).

At room temperature, the heat transfer from the battery to the environment was
free (Figure 12). However, at different temperature values, the exchange of heat with the
environment was deteriorated by the forced test conditions inside the climatic chamber
(temperature adjustable in steps from +5 ◦C to +60 ◦C at a constant humidity of 75%)—see
Figure 13. The stands were equipped with a temperature as well as voltage measurement
system (DT8873-24 VOLTpoint) and a computer with specialized software.
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Figure 13. View of the battery pack arrangement for tests with active BMS in the climatic.

The completed battery packs (unburdened) were next connected to the appropriate
active/passive BMS under investigations. However, asymmetry of loading the selected
cells (from 1 up to 3 respectively under test) was performed for the discharge current
equal to around 25% of the standard discharge value (2.5 A), as shown in Figure 14.
Each experiment began for a fully charged battery (voltage of all cells equal to the rated
Un = 3.2 V). The 2.5 A current loading lasted until the voltage reached its minimum value
Umin (equal to 2.5 V) at the terminals of any of the cells.
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The conducted research indicated that both the particular cell voltage value and its
temperature may differ from each other even when loaded (discharged) with the same
current value. An example of two selected cells (cell no. 6 and no. 7—see Figure 14) in a
battery without the BMS is shown in Figure 15. This justifies the need to control the voltage
and temperature of all cells, and therefore the need to use the BMS.
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Figure 15. The voltage U6/Umin and U7/Umin and the temperature T6/T0, T7/T0 variation with time for two series-loaded
cells (cells no. 6 and no. 7—see Figure 14) of the unburdened battery without the BMS (room temperature T0 = 20 ◦C, free
cooling, t1, t2—moment of switching on and off the load current of 2.5 A with respective recharging, Umin—minimum cell
voltage equal to 2.5 A, Uminbat—minimum battery voltage 20 V, Ubat—battery voltage (maximum 29.2 V).

To compare the performance of the developed active BMS, their technical parameters
were properly matched. Therefore, for both active systems, balancing is activated when a
cell voltage falls below 3.05 V (U/Un = 0.95). The system is interrupted when it is found
to be less than 2.55 V (1.02 Umin) at terminals of all cells employed, and/or when it is less
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than Umin = 2.5 V, or higher than 3.65 V (U/Un = 1.14) at any of the cells, respectively
(see Figures 16 and 17). The balancing current value was fixed to be 2 A (around 40% of
a standard charging current). However, for the commercial BMS with passive balancing,
the value of the balancing current was set arbitrarily by the manufacturer, amounting
to 350 mA. Other technical parameters were able to be specified by configuration using
computer software. As a result of the configuration, the passive balancing of cells starts
under recharging when the voltage value of the cells is between Un = 3.2 V and 3.65 V
(1.14 Un), but is turned off when the voltage at the terminals of any of the cells is less than
Umin = 2.5 V and/or is over 1.14Un (3.65 V), respectively (see Figure 18).
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20 V, Ubat—battery voltage (maximum 29.2 V), t3, t4—switching on and off the passive balancing.

The differences in the voltage graphs seen in Figures 16–18 result only from the mode
of measuring and recording the data. However, this does not affect in any way the accuracy
of the measurement and the evaluation of the analyzed balancing effect.

The tests were carried out for three battery packs, each composed of eight cells of
the same type. They separately worked with one passive and two active BMS applied.
Each measurement of both temperature and cell voltage was repeated five times, thus
calculating the mean values with a confidence level of 0.95 using the Student’s t-test [33].

5. Results and Discussion

The conducted research shows that the use of any developed active balancing system
(active BMS) extends the duration of the fading (discharge time of the cells to the minimum
voltage value Umin = 2.5 V). Therefore, it increases the battery life respectively. For the
cell-to-battery method, it is increased by more than 30%, and for the battery-to-cell method
by more than 70%, for two loaded (discharged) cells at 20 ◦C (what can be compared from
Figures 15–17). As the number of loaded (discharged) cells increases (provided it is no more
than 50%) this effect becomes more visible. However, for a passive method, the cells are
recharged only after the load is turned off and the battery recharging process begins (see
Figure 18). So, it was found that the best results were achieved at room temperature (20 ◦C)
when using the active BMS based on the battery-to-cell method (indicated as BMS-A1).
When increasing the discharge current as well as the number of cells, the duration of
fading (discharge) decreases linearly with the increase in the temperature value. For two
cells being discharged (25% of total cell number) with a current increased to 38% of the
standard discharge value (3.8 A), the dependence of fading time t2 on temperature is shown
in Figure 19. It should be noted that although the influence of the ambient temperature
significantly shortens the discharge time, it does not cause an excessive increase in the
cell temperature. During the discharge and following balancing of the loaded cells, the
difference in their temperature before and after the test did not increase by more than by
about 4 ◦C.
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Figure 19. Variation in fading time t2 of cell voltage to its minimum value (U = 2.5 V) with ambient
temperature T when use active BMS (BMS-A1-battery to cell method, BMS-A2-cell to battery);
reference time for 20 ◦C equal t20 = 114 min for BMS-A1).

Because it is extremely difficult to obtain any active BMS on the market, the conducted
temperature research has indicated that a system with active balancing by the battery-to-
cell method (BMS-A1) seems to be the most advantageous. It keeps the voltage above the
minimum value at the discharged cell/cells for the longest time. This situation is beneficial
since it extends the life of the battery without interrupting its operation for the time of
charging. However, the use of other active methods (BMS-A2) based on the cell-to-battery
exchange also allowed for longer maintenance of the cell/cells voltage, but only when
compared with the passive balancing. Note that when comparing the data in Figure 19,
it is necessary to take into account the shorter (by about 30%) time t20 (at 20 ◦C) for the
battery pack with the active system BMS-A2 employed.

6. Conclusions

- To ensure long-term, reliable, and safe operation of lithium-iron-phosphate cells under
onerous mining environments, the on-line control of their parameters under work
needs to be performed. This applies, of course, firstly to both temperature and voltage.
This is due to limited cooling conditions and high thermal inertia of cells. As a result,
their temperature may reach significant and unacceptable values, not only during
deep discharge. This may occur for example, during short lasting but frequently and
randomly repeated in time (manufacturer-permitted) pulse discharge currents.

- The conducted tests have also shown that particular cells of the same type behave
differently, even when loaded with the same current value. They display different
values of temperature and time of voltage(power) fading. Moreover, the difference in
parameters of individual cells may change during operation. For this reason, their
balancing is also needed. Therefore, the lithium-iron-phosphate cell may be used to
power selected suspended battery vehicles, providing BMS is applied.

- There are many different types of BMS systems available on the market, especially
passive solutions intended mainly for electric vehicles. However, their use in mining
conditions is a problem, due to the undesirable effect of heat dissipation on the
equalizing resistors. Therefore, the value of balancing currents must be limited. This
results in an unfavorable extension of the cell balancing times, which significantly
deteriorates the performance of the device supplied. Therefore, the most advantageous
and safest way to power mining equipment is to use active BMS systems appropriately
selected and adapted to a particular application.

- The obtained results of tests carried out for two active BMS, developed by the authors
and intended to power the suspended mining vehicle, show that the battery-to-cell
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method is the most useful. For example, the duration of the voltage fad (i.e., the
respective lifetime) increased by more than 70% compared to operation without BMS,
for 25% of loaded cells. As the number of loaded (discharged) cells increases (provided
it is no more than 50%), this effect becomes more visible. It should be noted that
although the influence of the ambient temperature significantly shortens the discharge
time, it does not cause an excessive increase in the cell temperature. As a result of
investigations, the usefulness of the developed active BMS in practice was determined,
enabling the extension of the lithium-iron-phosphate battery life for a single recharge
under the onerous mine environment, which is a novelty.
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